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ULTRA-HEAVY VERTICAL LIFT SYSTEM
"THE HELI-STAT"

Frank N. Plaseckl u

ABSTRACT: The Hell-Star is a novel hybrid VTOL vehicle
comprised of an aerostat combined with helicopters. The
static lift of the aerostat supports approximately the
full empty weight of the entire assembly. The helicopter
rotors furnish the lift to support the payload as well as
the propulsion and control about all axes. Thus existing
helicopters, with no new technologj required, can be made
to llft payloads of ten times the capacity of each one
alone, and considerably more than that of any LTA built
so far.

A vehicle is described which has a 75-ton payload, based
on four existing CH-53D helicopters and an aerostat of
3,600,000 cu. ft. The method of interconnection is
described alcng with discussion of control, instrumenta-
tion, drive system and critical design conditions. The
vertical lift and positioning capabilities of this ve-
hicle far exceed any other means available today, yet Ican be built with a minimum of risk, development cost

and time. i

INTRODUCTION IConsiderable interest is currently evident in the potentiality of air-
ships as a means of lifting and transporting heavy cargo. The int- |
erest in lighter than air (LTA) ships is being revived with national |
attention being focused on energy conservation and recognition of -
potential heavy llft missions for the LTA. Some of the areas of
the overall transport spectrum which favor the airship as a trans-
port vehicle are logging operations, pipe laying, power-transmlssion-
l_ne tower erection, building construction, and transportation of
large oversize non-roadable equipment.

The heavy lift helicopter is already being employed on a short-haul
basis to transport and position loads up to 12.5 tons in the above
mentioned transport areas.
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_ One of the design arrangements that shows promise of alleviating
,_ many of the shortcomings of conventional LTA's is the semi-buoyant,
.____ hybrid vehicle. This type of LTA vehicle does not generate complete
_. lift from buoyancy. Vertically oriented thrust from powered rotors
_ _ is employed for total lift augmentation and for providing maneuver
"_ control forces. Additionally, aerodynamic lift is generated in
" ' forward flight due to the vehicle envelope shape and airfoil surfaces.

'_ I The design referred to is called the "Hell-Star" system and is a

__ i hybrid LTA system which utilizes four large existing helicopters
:: '_ in combination with an LTA vehicle. The ratio of displacement _-

1 vehicle lift to helicopter lift is proportioned such that the _
, "Heli-Stat" is deliberately flown "heavy"• Thus the thrust from

|] the helicopter rotors is the dominant means of control and stabili- _'"

_\ zation. The ground handling requirements are greatly simplified, ,_
and true precision hovering over a point on the ground becomes r

•_- practical. Such hybrid vehicles may have i0 or more times the
! payload capability of one of the helicopters used in the Heli-Stat.

j i

, The employment of existing helicopters as integrated lift, propulsion,
: and control units offers low technical risk, cost, and development
.._ time. The latter is especially significant in view of the immediate

applicationrequirements for heavy air-lift capability in nuclear
:' powerplant and other public construction programs•

" DESCRIPTION OF _HE HELI-STAT

t The aerostat dimensions are sized such that the static lift provided
_ by the aerostat will support all weight-empty components, including

the helicopters. The helicopter rotor thrust is then available for
_ useful load and maneuvering control forces, providing a hovering
: air-llft capability many times that of the largest crane helicopter
.!'_ of the predictable future. The designs described following are
. based on characteristics from existing helicopter and aerostat

designs. Fig. 1 shows a layout of four CH-53E helicopters attached
to an aerostat of 5,700,000 cu.ft, displacement. This is the size
and shape of the "Macon" envelope, less one section and less the
upper vertical fin. A payload of 140 tons can be carried.

Fig. 2 shows a version based on four existing CH-53D helicopters•
This system has a payload of 75 tons, as shown in Fig. 3.

SELECTING THE AEROSTAT CONFIGURATION

Semi-rigid pressure envelopes or rigid envelope_ can be adapted to
the Hell-Star concept. _e longitudinal and lateral support beam
structure which serves to attach the helicopters and support the
payload can be tied structurally to the structural frames of the
rigid envelope. In the case of the semi-rigid, the helicopter
attachment and load-support beam_ can be made integral with the
fore-and-aft keel structure.

t
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Fiaure3. H_L!-STAT WEIGHTS AND PERFORMANCE SUMMARY a MODEL _?X0004

WEIGHTS UNIT_...±S

Hell-Stat Lb. 345p940

Welght Empty Lb. 177,540

Helicopter's (4) CH-53D's Lb. 66,560

Aerostat Envelope and
Structur_ and Inter-
connecting structur_
(3,600,000 cu.ft.displ.) Lb. 90,980

Useful Load Lb. 168,400

Crew (6) at 200 Lb. 1,200

Fuel and Oil Lb. 1_,800

Payload Lb. 150,400

PERFORMANCE I STANDARD ATMOSPHERE _ DEGREES F. AT S.L.)

UNITS

Cruise Speed MPH 100

Landing & Take-off Speed MPH 0

Altitude FT. 10,000 •

Hover Ceiling FT. 6,000

Climb, Vertical FPM 500

Climb, FWdo Fit. FPM 2,000

Range (Non-Refueling) ST.MI. 160 se

Ferny Range (Non-Refuellng) ST.MI. 2,000

mFERRY
meRANGE CAN BE EXTENDED BY TRADING PAYLOAD FOR FUEL.

e_
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No machinery or facilities are carried lh the aerostat except those
required by the aerostat's own requirements, that is, multiple air-

4{ pressure pumps, serve systems for multiple valve operation, ballast
_ t tanks, plumbing, and ballast-shifting pumps, etc

B T_o crew stations are provided In the aerostat, for the winching
. , and stowage of cargo.
"i
,. _ The size of the aerostat Is larRely a function of the size and ,j

capability of _he helicopters selected_ From the list of large
helicopters In FiE. _, it is apparent that military-qualified or
Federal Aviation Agency certified hellcopte_ units can be economically
procured. In a dedicated vehicle the helicopter units can be without

_" many components such as the tail cone, drive, tail rotor, landing gear,

cabin accommodations, etc., thus reducing the cost significantly ,
*" yet providing the essential powe_lant, transmission and control

for the Integrated lift, propulsion and control. Alternatively
each of the helicopters in the Hell-Stat assembly can be a completely
flyable unit, with detachable u_i_tcal cords that interconnect the •
automatic fllEht control system a_ld instrumentation between helicopters.

All controls and instrumentation of the assembly of helicopters are
Integrated Into one pilot control station. Complete cockpit
instrumentation and Comm/Nav equipment would be required In only
one helicopter, except for intercommunication between crew members

. and stand-by emergency instruments for the alternate control station.

FIG. 4. LARGE U. S. HELICOPTERS

'_LH CH-53E
"_ I'

" Manufacturer B-V Slk. B-V Slk. Slk. B-V S1k.

Gross W_Ight Tons 63 3_ 2_ _3.5 21 11.5 i0.5

Certification l.t 1st ARMY NAVY NAVY
(Availability) Flt Flt ARMY & NAVY & &

'76 '7_ FAA FAA FAA

_rblnes
Number 3 3 2 2 2 2 2
Model GM G.E. Lye. P&W [G.E. G.E. G.E.

TT01- T6_ T55- JFTD- T6_ T-58 T-58
AD-700 3E-_IS{LII 12-5_. 0E-_13 OE-10 GE-10

Ratine (Each) _;
Max.(Emers.) HP 8079 _330 3925 :
T.O.(5 Mln.) lip '3750 _800
MII.(30 Mln_ HP 3_00 I_00 I_00
Continuous HP 7305 3665 S000 _30 3230 1250 1250

m

i
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INTERCONNECTION OF HELICOPTERS TO AEROSTAT ,_

Structural

Each helicopter is supported at the extremity of a lateral cantilever
beam which Joins _he inboard fuselage structure of the helicopter to

the bulkhead or keel structure of the acrostat. The flight loads /
acting on this beam are those supplied by each helicopter, including
both aerodyn_mlc and inertia Ioads_ The lateral connecting bes_s
are also designed to take the Janding loads.

The structural design of the lateral connecting beams is necessarily
Influenced by rotor blade clearance considerations and _he desir-

ability of minimizing the rotor down-flow obstruction area. External _ _-
struts or bracing tie-rods are utilized for minimizing structural
weight and to achieve the necessary rigidity. The beam is a tubular
truoa structure having an airfoil fairing, with a passage-way pro-
vided between the two spars. The helicopter landing _ar can be
retained as a ground contact point, however, a main landing gear of
longer travel is carried on the lateral beams at four points, with
all its wheels steerable.

The port and starboard cantilever beams are interconnected through the
centerlln, keel structure of the aerostat. The two lateral beams

are structurally continuous from helicopter to helicopter, but ha-e
disconnect Joints at the keel s*ructure.

The longitudinal keel structure is composed of two central "keel"
beams from which the payload is supported° This will permit the
carriage of certain payload sizes internally, providing a cente_llne
access hatch to accommodate cargo loading and unloading b_ hoist,
for missions requiring Inte_al storage.

Control System

The hellcoptera' control systems are interconnected so that they
respond to one set of controls in the aft, port hellcop_er which is
designated the master control station. Thls Interconnectlon is accomp-
lished through the use of the existing automatic flight control
system which is already an integral part of the large helicopters
contemplated for use in this assembly. The connecting electrical
wires are fed into a mixing control box which actuates the required
control of each helicopter servo control system to provide the
desired control required by the commander of the assembly. The
master helicopter, a.ld its lateral mate, have a co;;_lete set of
aerostat controls and instrumentation.
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_ A qualified pilot is located in each cockpit and serves as a manual

} instrument-monitoring system with override in case of failure of any
component° In addition to the master pilot, a co-pilot is stationed

v in the master cockpit with an engineer(s) to monitor the sensors and
_ controls of the aerostat Thus, a total crew of six to eit;ht isz_. " .

carriec aboard the airborne assembly. Walkways are provided for the
crews to go to any helicopter and the aerostat during flight° -

_ The primary rigging of the assembly for flight must be calculated for
_ the fuel weight, basic weight of the individual helicopters including
_ their crew, and ballast being carried. This will determine the

,_'_" weight to be bal_ _d by the aerostat gas volume displacement lift *'
; at the altitude a,,_temperature of the operation° Ordinarily,

_ I ballast will not be .,ceded, since the same objective can be achieved

I by appropriately reducing the thrust of the various helicopter rotors... The helicopters are free to use their cyclic pitch _n all directions,
approximately ll degrees° In addition, they can be made to rotate
about a transverse _xle in longitudinal pitch 60 degrees forward and
30 degrees aft but are normall_, loc_ed in a trim position. In the

lateral direction, in addition to the rotor's lateral cyclic control
of approximately ii degrees the helicopter can be made to tilt out-

;: board approximately Ii degrees°

', In the yaw direction, the helicopters are rigidly fixed to the
'_ aerostat structural keel. For yaw moments, the port and starboard

_ helicopters can differentially incline their longitudinal cyclic°

_ _or la_al roll control, _ifferential rotor collective pitch on one
_.ide, versus the opposite side, is utilized°

Pitching attitude of the assembly is via differential collective
pitch of the forward rotors versu_ the aft.

Propulsion is achieved from the forward cyclic pitch of all rotors.
Inclination of the helicopters can be utilized as the dynamic lift
of the aerostat develops with forward speed. _e aerostat angle of
attack, and hence its lift, can be independently adjusted by the use
of its longitudinal trim elevators. Retardation is accomplished by

tilting _he rotors aft@

Instrumentation

Each he'Icopter contains its own internal instrumentation, communication
and navigation equipment° Additional sensors for the aerostat are
distributed throughout the gas cells, _nterconnecting structure and
controls with their readout in the master helicopter and its backup
unit. A computer unit with memory circuits of basic weight data,
balance and e_ternal environmental conditions provides immediate _ead-
outs for the master pilot, his deputy and the flight control system.
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; Wlthe _Ing!e power fallure in one helicopter under any flight condi- ,_
tlon, the diagonally opposAte helicopter must reduce 1is rotor thrust
to match, in order to maintain lonEitudlnal and lateral trim. The
two hellzop_ers with Dhe reduced power can maintain rotor rpm by de-

creasin6 their rotor blade pitch and adjusting to a compatible shaft
angle° The oZher two diagonally opposite helicopters, which have been
operatlng with a reserve of power and thrust, must now increase their _
thrust to plck up the load from the failed helicopter and its mate°
The central control mlxlnE computer would automatically adjust for _
these conditions since the power levels of each turbine are contlnu-

ous inpubs into the computer°

In forward filght, the dynamlc llft on the aerostat envelope can
help balance the llft lost by these two helicopters_ However, dynamic
llft is zero at zero speedp and thus will not balance this loss in
hoverlng_ Therefore, elther sufficient change in fuel welght,
ballast dumping, altltude or temperature changes, etCo must occur
or the Hell-Star must carry a _eserve hover lifto

An alternat3ve oaianclng method can be supplied by mechanical
interconnec_lon of all helicopter5 as detailed in our work on the
Multi-Helicopter Heavy Lift Syste,_, Refs_ 1 and 20 This involves
the interconnectlon of _he rotor-drive systems of all the hell_
copters "downstream" of the engine free-wheel units, and requires
appropriate modlflcatlon to the drlve system° However, the power

" of each englne Is then available to all the rotors, and if one
engine fails, the dlasonaily opposite helicopter is not forced
to reduce power° The rotor in the partially disabled helicopter

: "borrows" power from the other three, However, this feature will
increase the weight empty and cost_

CRITICAL DESIGN CONDITIONS

A design conditlon for the Heli-Stat would be the partial loss of
! rotor thrust In one helicopter resulting from a failure of one of i

its turbines° In the PAA airworthiness requlrement_ for Category
"A" rotorcraft (multl-engine wlth completely separate, dual power-
plant systems) failure of more than one engine is considered so

' remote that there are no requirements for that condition_

A power failure in one unit would normally be a loss of part of the
thrust of that helicopter unit plus the reduction of an equal amount

; a,,ou_ the center of total lifto If it is necessary to make a
hovering landing in thls emergency, the gross weight must be

: sustained by the buoyancy of the aerostat at the landing altitude
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and temperature plus the thrust produced by one-half maximum power
in the disabled helicopter and its opposite mate, and full power

#'_ in the two unaffected h_licopterso
?j,

_: If a run-on type landing can be made, for example at 50 mph air-
J

speed, then the dynamic lift of the aerostat body can be counted
on to augment the other sources of lifto In addition, all four

: helicopters can produce substantially more thrust, for a given
power, at 50 mph than at zero speed° The Hell-Star could then,
with equivalent safety, carry 20% additional payload compared
to the limitation of a hovering landing°

i_ J The above discussions all deal with an emergency situation in whichi
two of the four helicopters were supplying only half power. It is
clear then, that in the normal situation, when al_ four helicopters

_. are fully operational, each will be operating at approximately
3/4 of its maximum level of thrust and po_:ero Thus, to allow for

:i_ i the emergency condition, there is inherently a large reserve lifting

:_ I capacity in each helicopter, which can be called on for high
I temperature/altitude combinations, or loss of up to 201 of the

_: I helium in the aerostato

_. i It is for this reason, ti_at, ordinarily, the use of ballast will not
be necessary. In a fully buoyant LTA, loss of helium can be
compensated only by dumpin_ or shifting ballast. In the Hell-Star,
however, a far more raoid response can be achieved by changing
collective pitch on one or more of the helicopter rotors using

_ the power reserved for emergencies, Moreover, the saving in ballast
1" weight results in either a smaller aerostat or in lower rotor loadings
._. on the neiicopters, with :onsequent savings in helium, fuel and

maintenance.

_ For purposes of (certification) design, it is proposed to use the FAA i
: oriterla for category A rotorcraft, Ref. 4o

Ao Take-offo After failure of one engine, make a
safe landing on the take-off area or continue
in flight°

B. Anywhere elseo Continue in flight _o an area
: where a safe landing can be made°

i (With no dumpinK of fuel or payload),

These criteria are more severe than those under which cuPrent crane-

# type helicopters are operated. The latter are not capable of hovering
. at full gross weight with one engine out, and a heavy payload must

:: bt dropped, This is not considered to be economically feasible with
i the very large and costly payloads anticipated for the Heli-_tat, and

thus the design criteria should require the ability to hover with
"Nof_ll payload, with one engine out. Ref, 5 states, pilot in command
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of a civil aircraft may allow any object to be dropped from that
aircraft in flight that creates a hazard to persons or property.
However, this section does not prohibit the dropping of any object
if reasonable precautions are taken to avoid injury or d_mage to r
persons or property". I

As mentioned above, failure of more than one engine is considered
so remote that the FAA has no requirements on the subject for
multi-engine Category A helicopters. Nevertheless, should a
complete power failure occur in one helicopter of the Hell-Star
during c_uise, it can be put into autorotation and supply a _:_

_ portion of its normal thrust. The lift and propulsive forces .

must then be redistributed among the remaining helicopters,
augmented by dynamic lift on the aerostat, and a landing with
some forward airspeed would be necessary. _

'A

MOORING SYSTEM

_ Present aerostats have been moored from a nose point to a mast,
and thence attached to a car, truck or gondola with wheels that 'I
are behind the center of buoyancy with sufficient weight to _

resist the vertical forces, yet free to rotate on the ground or
on a track whilst the aerostat weather-cocks into the wind.

It is important that the aerostat be allowed to position itself _

into the wind. At large angles of yaw the total wind force !
can be thirty or more times the zero-degree magnitude. On an
airship the size of the Akron a wind of 60 m.p.h., striking
broadside, would exert a force of about 400 tons (800,000 ib ) _ /"" i

Not only would such a large force involve a substantial ground _
anchor system, but even more important, it would require a
multitude of mooring lines in order to distribute the loads into
the balloon without severe stress concentrations which could

rupture it. _ i

On the other hand, allowing the aerostat to swing about the nose
preempts a sizeable amount of clear land for mooring purposes. _!
For the 75-ton Heli-Stat this would be a 1000-ft. diameter circle, §

which is nearly 20 acres. This circle can be reduced in area by !
50_ or more by mooring the Heli-Stat in such a way that it pivots
around a point aft of the nose, but ahead of the most forward

position of the center of pressure. !

One method of accomplishing this is to actually attach the aerostat i !_
at a mooring fitting located at the desired pivot point. For many
applications, however, it would be advantageous for this area of the _
Heli-Stat to be accessible, as in loading cargo, for example, or i
boarding passengers.

CONCLUSION

From previous helicopter crane operational experience and regula-

tory criteria, and performance characteristics of aerostats, and ._ _.
helicopters, a viable precision hovering alr-lift system can be
designed and constructed with the minimum of risk and development

costs°
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The resulting vehicles will provide a unique service of heavy
vertical llft and positioning far exceeding the capabilities of
any other means available today 9 and extend man's orderly

._ development of his environment°
4%

I
1

:. ii !

MODEL OF HELI-STAT BASED ON SHORTENED MACON E_ELOPE
FIGURE 5
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